s the module on series and series tracings in the CONSER ·Cataloging Manual indicates, "when monograph or serial catalogers are asked what they consider to be the most difficult aspect of cataloging, invariably the answer is 'series."!} The quest for bibliographic control of monographic series may be as quixotic as the quest for the Holy Grail. It is perhaps even more futile, because in the Grail quest, it will be recalled, those armored in purity of heart had some chance of success. Unfortunately, in dealing with monographic series, purity of heart does not suffice. Those seeking to manage monographs in series must avail themselves of different arms. The best means of attaining bibliographic control over monographic series may be some form of title authority file. A well-designed series title authority file can greatly improve patron access to monographs in series by providing a consistent, established form of the title, clarifying the treatment of the series, and giving cross-references to library users.
Cross-references, a feature of many card catalogs and increasingly of online catalogs, direct the patron to the "established" form of a given heading, whether name, subject, or title. The established form of a heading is not always an obvious choice. Authors use different names, subject disciplines have many different terminologies, and publishers, editors, and authors often vary the title of a series, serial, or even an individual work over time. In a card file system, it is often possible to find what one is searching for, eventually, by approximation. This is not the case in an online system, where even a slight deviation from an established form can result in no hits and leave a searcher with no clues on how to proceed. This article examines use of cross-references for series title searching.
This study is based on the transaction logs of the Auburn University Libraries, a member of ARL, with holdings of more than two million physical volumes, two million items in microformat, and oneand-a-half million government publications, serving a student population of more than 3,000 graduate students and 18,000 undergraduates. The main library is the Ralph Brown Draughon (RBD) Library, with branches at the College of Veterinary Medicine and the School of Architecture. Its holdings support more than 300 ·degree programs, including ninetysix doctoral programs, particularly in the sciences and technology. The library uses OCLC as its primary bibliographic utility and has been a NOTIS library since 1984.
In addition to the cataloging, acquisitions, circulation, and other modules, NOTIS contains a relatively sophisticated authority module. Since implementing NOTIS, the RBD has invested a great deal of time and effort in making its authority file an important aid to patron access. Until recently, attention was directed primarily to name authority, both personal and corporate, and subject authority.
2 In recent years, however, greater attention has been paid to title authority, for both uniform titles and, in particular, series titles. 3 A project to establish a series authority file online began in January 1992, and by the end of 1994, the file contained more than 26,000 records. The benefits of this authority file to cataloging personnel were clear: a file of unambiguous series decisions immediately accessible to everyone in technical services, authority records that could not be misfiled (a serious problem with the existing card file), virtual elimination of duplicate records, a system of cross-references between various forms of the series title, and series titles uniformly established in AACR2 form. May 1996 Although the technical services division derived many benefits from the project, the most visible ad vantage to public users lay in the system of crossreferences. The series authority records provide references from invalid title variants to the established form of the series title, or to earlier and later forms of the title. There was some question, though, as to whether these cross-references were ever utilized. They do not display with keyword searching, only through title or author searching. Most staff, however, indicated that they generally used keyword rather than title to search for series, and encouraged patrons to do likewise.
Although reports on OPAC searching activity are generated monthly by the library's Automation Department, these reports normally do not describe crossreference usage. This paper employs the results of a special transaction log report to examine use of the cross-reference feature of series authority records by catalog users.
Description of Authority File
As of May 1994, the RBD had 24,224 series authority records online and slightly more than half of these records (12,385, or 51.13%) contained cross-references. This number includes authority records for traced and untraced series, and multipart items established under title. All of the cross-references appear to technical services users of NOTIS, but cross-references only show on the OPAC for series and multipart items that are traced.
Cross-references from invalid title variants are created by the 410 and 430 fields on the authority records, and cross-references from earlier and later forms of the series titles are created by the 510 and 530 fields. A search for any of these forms will cause a message to appear on the OPAC with instructions to search under the valid form of the title or to search also under another form (or forms) of the title (see figure 1) . The NOTIS OPAC has a feature that "redirects" a user's search from an earlier to a later form or a later to an earlier form, or from an invalid title variant to the established form. When a user receives a "search also" or "search also under" message, he or she may select the number of the cross-reference from the screen, which will then redirect the search and retrieve titles under the established form of the title. contains an ampersand), the result will be the message shown in figure 2. Rather than retyping the search, the patron has only to select the cross-reference by typing "1" in order to be redirected immediately to the titles that fall under the esClearly, the cross-references provided by the series authority records are potentially very useful to those who are searching for titles in monographic series but are having difficulty because of variants.
tablished form of the series heading, as shown in figure 3 .
Clearly, the cross-references provided by the series authority records are potentially very useful to those who are searching for titles in monographic series but are having difficulty because of variants. However, the extent to which they were actually being used was not at all clear.
May 1996
Literature Review Although no studies concerning title or series title cros. s-reference use were found, the literature contains a number of studies examining the value of subject and name cross-references. Noelle Van Pulis and Lorene Ludy examined subject searching at the Ohio State University Libraries in 1988. 4 The libraries' online system, LCS, contained the machinereadable form of the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) which provided "see" and "see also" references, classification numbers, and scope notes for subject headings used in the catalog. At this time, LCS did not have keyword searching capabilities. The study found that subject search terms matched LCSH vocabulary about 80 percent of the time and that 14 percent of these terms matched see references. Overall, cross-references directed users to appropriate terminology in 6 percent of all subject searches. Other studies found cross-references less Taylor investigated what effect a name authority file would have had on "nohit" author searches on a NOTIS system at Northwestern University. 5 At that time, Northwestern did not have an online authority file. Using actual searches from transaction logs, she matched users' input against the LC authority file and, for those names that LC had not established, against authority records established according to LC practice. She found that only 6.4 percent of no-hit author searches would have resulted in a successful search if the cross-references had been present. She suggested that several system modifications would have been more helpful than cross-references. In 1992, Joan Cherry studied "zero-hit" subject searches at the University of Toronto Libraries. 6 The libraries' OPAC did not contain subject cross-references, although title, keyword title, and keyword subject searching were available to users. She found "that keyword subject, keyword title, or title searches using the original query from the user's zero-hit subject search were as fruitful or more fruitful than new searches constructed from cross-references provided by LCSH." 7 Although these other types of search strategies would have produced successful results, they were seldom used. She suggested that educating users about LCSH or providing cross-references on the OPAC would not help produce successful outcomes for most zero-hit subject or name searches. Conversely, Alexis Jamieson, Elizabeth Dolan, and Luc Declerck found that more than 50 percent of name see references and nearly 70 percent of see references for subjects on LC authority records could not be matched with catalog records using keyword searching. 8 They concluded that keyword searching was not an adequate substitute for a crossreference structure. Perhaps cross-references, although less sophisticated than other approaches, provide an essential link for some searchers.
Limitations of the Study
This study provides a count of instances in which a user actively followed a crossreference through the redirect system. The authors cannot know for certain, though, precisely how much the cross-references are used or whether they are used in search of series. For example, a searcher may have used a cross-reference but bypassed the redirect system by retyping the search using the established heading rather than selecting the number of the cross-reference. This sort of usage would not have been included in the study. Conversely, some redirects may have been counted that were not the result of series title searching. For instance, a user may have encountered a cross-reference for a series while browsing a corporate author display or searching for a book with a similar title. The user may not have been searching for that particular series, but selected the cross-reference out of curiosity (or confusion). Transaction logs do not reveal why a user chose a particular crossreference or for what materials the user was actually searching.
Methodology
The library's transaction logs record all instances of redirects from cross-references. Using these logs, the library's Automation Department produced a report that located and printed out all instances in which a user selected a title cross-reference for the period January 1, 1992, through May 31, 1994. As previously mentioned, January 1992 marks the beginning of the project to load the series authority file. Some of the cross-references selected were for uniform titles (Gawain and the Green Knight being a particular favorite). Once these were eliminated, the remainder consisted of 2,793 redirects of series titles or multipart items entered under title. In other words, the report recorded each instance in which a user, after receiving a search under or search also under display, entered the line number of the established form of a title and was redirected to the titles that fall under the established form, or to an earlier or later title of the series heading. The report recorded only searches on the public catalog, not those made on the technical services portion of NOTIS.
It should be emphasized that these 2,793 searches do not represent the total number of series title searches that occurred during the period under examination. Rather, they represent only those series title searches that satisfied the very specific conditions necessary to produce a cross-reference from a series title authority record: (1) a series authority record for the title must have been online at the time of the search, and (2) the search entered must have been for either an invalid form of the title that appeared on the authority record for that title (eliminating, for example, typographical errors) or an earlier or later form of the title.
Results
The report provides a picture of the types and numbers of title cross-references employed by users of Auburn University's online catalog. Two areas were examined: the distribution of redirects over the twenty-nine-month period under examination and the frequency of their use, and the subject areas in which series titles were redirected through cross-references.
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Distribution
The report located 2,793 redirects distributed over a twenty-nine-month period. As table 1 shows, the number of redirects per month increased steadily as the project to load the series authority file progressed. The numbers also rise and fall in accordance with Auburn's academic quarters (see table 1 ).
Although the numbers of redirects steadily increased through 1993, the usage appears to have dropped somewhat in the first five months of 1994. Although many explanations are possible, one reason may be that the number of keyword searches began to increase as the number of title searches decreased proportionally. As stated earlier, the cross-references are not available through keyword searching, only title or author searching.
Frequency of Use
The report also indicated the number of times each title was redirected through a cross-reference. As table 2 shows, the number of searches per title ranged from one, in the majority of cases, to 115 (see table 2 ).
As shown, a large number of titles were redirected through a cross-reference only once. On the one hand, a small number of titles accounted for a large number of the redirects recorded in the study. Forty-one of the titles (4.45%) were redirected a total of 944 times, or 33.8 percent of the total. On the other hand, 470 titles (51.03%) were redirected only once during the 29-month period. Some of the disparity in cross-reference usage may be the result of series use. Heavily used series titles were probably redirected more frequently than lightly used ones. In the case of some of the titles that show up fre-TABLE2 quently in this study, the authors know, from discussion with reference personnel, that they are heavily used.
However, series use alone may not completely account for the large number of redirects that some titles produced. For Some of the disparity in crossreference usage may be the result of series use.
instance, some series are routinely cited by only their series title and volume number, whereas others are commonly cited by the individual volume title. Those cited by series title would have more opportunities to bring a cross-reference into play than those that are not. Other situations, such as a series title similar to that of a monograph or a series title also used as a subject heading, also may have contributed to some titles' use.
Another factor may be the series title itself. The titles that accounted for most of the cross-reference usage were searched frequently, but the search matched a crossreference rather than the form of title seFreguency Distribution of Redirects lected by the cataloger. The series titles in question, then, must present some special difficulties for library patrons. This points to a difficulty with a number of series titles: the title is constructed by the cataloger and is not an intuitive choice for searchers. Series titles consisting of initialisms, series indexed under a subseries title, or series titles that appear in several different forms may lead users to search under a crossreference. Quirks of the online system account for a number of the redirects.
Although the reason for following a cross-reference is not always apparent, in the case of the most frequently appearing title, Marriage & Family Review, the reason for the difficulty is clear. The title contains an ampersand, which is not searchable on NOTIS. In the absence of a cross-reference from the series authority record, the patron would have had to know to search "Marriage Family Review." Certainly this is an instance in which the authority record provided a useful cross-reference.
Subject Areas
This study included 921 different series and multipart item titles. For purposes of analysis, the authors divided the redirects into three general subject areas and science and technology (classes Q, R, S, and T). 10 A few additional titles were for government publications with SuDocs call numbers, while other titles covered such a range of classifications that they could not be characterized as subject specific. As table 3 shows, the largest number of titles were in science and technology.
In terms of the number of redirects, series in the areas of science and technology also predominated. As table 4 shows, ·over half the searches resulting in redirects were for series titles in science and technology.
TABLE3
Number of Series Titles
Appearing in Study For purposes of this study, the authors counted titles separately rather than as one series.
Several factors may account for the heavy cross-reference usage in the science and technology series. Series titles in the sciences may be more complex than in other subject areas, involving complicated relationships between main and subseries. Perhaps publishing practices in the sciences produce more series titles than other areas, and thus provide more opportunities for cross-reference use. Another reason may lie in how the scientific literature is cited. If works in a series are commonly cited by series title and volume number rather than by individual title, more cross-references to the series title may be used. Other factors such as teaching practices in the sciences and the overall structure of the literature also may play a role. Locally, several factors at Auburn University may contribute to the predominance of science and technology titles. Over half of Auburn's students (51%) are enrolled in degree programs in the sciences and technology, as compared to 38 percent in the social sciences and only 11 percent in the humanities. Because of the enrollment, series in the sciences and technology may see more use than those in other subject areas. Finally, the makeup of the local catalog may play a role. Although the number of series authority records in each subject area is not known, perhaps the online catalog simply contains more authority records for science and technology series than for other subject areas.
Conclusion
The report indicated that cross-references for series titles are used. The number of redirects rose as the number of cross-references in the database increased, indicating that patrons and staff not only encountered the cross-references, but actively followed them. Most titles appearing in this study were redirected by a cross-reference only once during the period of this study. However, several titles were redirected a large number of times, perhaps because of heavy use of theseries, frequent citation by series title in the literature, or a difficult or complex established form of the title. Overall, cross-references for series in the sciences and technology were more heavily used than those for other subject areas. Science and technology series accounted for nearly half the titles in the study and were redirected through crossreferences many more times than titles in other subject areas. Although Auburn University has an emphasis in this area, other factors, such as the complexity of series titles, the structure of the literature, publishing practices, or even teaching methods in the sciences, also may have contributed to the predominance of science and technology.
Further investigation may provide a more complete picture of cross-reference usage. Studies into how much series title searching occurs, what sorts of series searches users employ, and the types of series titles that benefit from cross-references may help determine how library catalogs can better serve users.
Notes
